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Tiapped magnetic ffeld is analyzed {u!ng magnetization pnocesses of bulk superconductor by sequential pulsed field applicationmethod at low cooling temperatures of « aira zô r. ca.outions arle p.;il;;a by solving trrË noirin.u" transient ,4-v magneticequation coupled to the heat equation thanks to a control volume methoà. rhe influence or trr"" porr. ""-il.r of the external magneticûeld on the trapped field in thl superconductor is presented.

Index Terms-control 
lolu-T"- method (cvM), high-temperature superconductor, modified multipulse technique combined withstepwise cooling method (MMPsc)' pulsed field'mafrretizaiion fprrul,'r.qo."tial pulsed field applicaüon (spa) method.

I. INTRoDUCTIoN

TTERE^ are t,ilo major processes for the magnetiza_f .,i?r- 9-f 
bulk superconductor materials, the ûeld 

-cooling

method. [] that requires a large system to supply a stablË
magnetic fleld [2] and the pulsed field magnetizâtion (pFM)
method [3]. This latter technique uses a sitriple cooper coil to
apply pulsed magnetic field bècause joule làss in iire cooper
coil is small [1]. However, in the pFM technique, shielding
currents are induced in bulk superconductor. These currents
prevent penetration of the magnetic fluxes in the material
and influence-trapped magnetic fleld properties. Therefore, it,t 1".:r:Ty_!9 study and develop a precise magnetization
method t4l, t5l.

.To impro-ve the trapped field value (Br) in pFM, several
advanced PFMs have been developed, sucÉ as the iteratively
g3g19tizi1q pulsed-fleld operation wirh reducing amplitudes
(IMRAs)..[6], the multipulse technique combineî wiih step_
wise- cooling (MPSC) t7l, the modiûed mulripulse technique
combined wirh step\ryise cooling (MMPSC) tdl_U61, and ihe
sequential pulsed fleld apptication (SpA).

In_ this paper, the thermomagnetic behavior of a bulk super_
conductor during magnetization processes by SpA method is
studied. A coupled differential iystem formed by the A_V
r.naqnetic equation and the heat equation is obtained.
A 3-D numerical model based on corrt ol volume method(CYp is implemented to compute solutions of this coupled
problem. The influences of the pulse number of the appiied
magnetic fleld on the trapped magnetic field and thJ tem_
perature.rise in the superconductoi are presented. The SpA
method is ,applied with different sequencts of external mag_
netic fleld for two cooling temperaturè values (I"o1 : 20 K and
Icor = 44 K).

_ Recently, Fujishiro et al. proposed a 3-D model to simulate
the magnetic flux dynamiès ànd temperature rise in bulk
superconductor-du1ng pulsed field t9l. They adopt the finite
element method (FEM). However, FEM is pione tô numerical
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oscillations and convergence problems, in particular, if the
constitutive law given by a power law relation between the
electric field and rhe current density is used tlOl, t1ll.
Different works have shown that numerical methods baseà
on. conservative approaches allow avoiding numerical oscil-
lations [11]-[13]. Therefore, we choose tà adopt the CVM
in our proposed model to avoid the convergen-ce problems
and numerical oscillations involved in the strôngly nonlinear
character of the problem to be treated [14].

II. MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL
ANALYSIS METHoDS

A. Basic Equations

3-D control volume method analysis was carried out
to investiqate the magnetic and thermal behaviors during
magnetization processes. In this case, the fundamentà
equations are

[v x 1p-tv x A) - v(p-rv.a;

| + o(8,l, B,D (# + vv) = .r5 (r)

[v. (" rr, r, B,r) (# + vv)) = o
P:E.J e)
p(DCp(D#*v.(rc(r)vr)=p (3)

where A, ÿ, and I are, respectively, the magnetic vector
potential, the magnetic scalar potential, and the temperature,
I ,.r t!" magnetic permeability, o is the electric conductivity,
p is the mass density, C, is the specif,c heat, and p is
the heat generation. The cônstitutive law of the ?naterial is a
power law relation between the current density and the electric
fleld (E - ,r)

E _ Ec (*#u),,,, (4)

where E6' is the critical electric field, ,f." is the current
density in the bulk superconductor, and, Jç is the critical
gurgnt density. The superconductor's conductivity is deflned
by the ratio between the current density and itre electric
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